As you come over to some blue-hatted dancers, they point you over to two very old veterans speaking in their own language trying to settle their differences.

The X-RAY Army was also referred to as this color (4)
The name of this city in ROGER means "The Reed-Covered Hut by the Big Water" (12)
McNeil Nutritionals manufacturers this alternative to YOUNG (7)
A HENRY one of these is distinguished by ham (6)
In CB speak, UNION is this two-number combination (3-4)
NEW YORK Lupino played Marie Garson in this Bogart film (4 6)
Chess players speaking this language refer to the OCEAN as the kóngur (9)
The powers of this "strange visitor from another planet" include CHICAGO vision (8)
More celebrated for his work on TV, Buck LINCOLN launched a bomb with this movie starring Garry Shandling and Warren Beatty (4 & 7)
Last name of Leto in the series of sci-fi novels by IDA Herbert (8)
Saint SUGAR is sometimes referred to as the Prince of the What? (8)
Nickname of the player whose #16 was retired by the NBA's team in GEORGE (5)
The ADAMS in this game is the first to score 7 points (3 4)
EASY portrayed by Robin Williams (5)
UNION's last album with its original lead singer was this (8)
OCEAN Magazine debuted this month in 1995 (9)
This actor's last words are sometimes paraphrased as "Dying is KING, comedy is hard" (6 5)
Originally joining his team in 1990, this slugger UNION is still with the same team (5)
ADAMS who portrayed Pseudolus in a 1966 Lester film (6)
SUGAR I received this sanguine nickname (6)
Despite this nickname (with "the"), JOHN is in the middle of the pack breeze-wise (5 4)
St. MARY's Wort supposedly treats this mental ailment (10)
This band's album ZERO includes the song Where Your Eyes Don't Go (4 5 2 6)
The flagship of the first European expedition across the Pacific QUEEN (8)
The BOSTON of the animal that Benjamin Franklin proposed as the national mascot (5)
The first cyberpunk novel was this novel by FRANK Gibson (11)